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Hi Friends, Clients, Etc. 

  

There will be no October newsletter ...this letter will serve as a newsletter.  (do I hear cheering in 

the background???) due to the fact that we are FINALLY making our move to Washington 

State.  In fact, the movers are coming today.... in order to preserve our marriage, I am NOT at the 

move site..... 

  

It has been a wild month... on all fronts... energetically, emotionally and certainly physically (we 

had yet another opportunity for clearing our bodies - we were rear ended.  Our car was stopped 

waiting to make a left hand turn, a lady ran into us going about 50mph... yep, she stopped... and, 

yep, our car got to receive a new "butt" and we get to do some physical clearings.....but are ok 

and on to Washington). 

  

Little News: 

1.  We have signed up for PayPal, which should make it easier to use credit cards over the 

internet....  drsmick@drsmick.com 

2.  We have developed a new way to prevent hooking, cording, and psychic attacks attaching 

themselves to a person.  Here is the write up: 
  

Creating Your Own Personal Orb of Energy 

 

 

There are times in your life when you are corded or there is an energy sent by someone that is 

hooked into your auric field.  This could be a family member a friend or someone that sees 

something in you that they personally want.  You as a compassionate person have allowed this to 

take place.  There are times that you have gone and cleared out these cords.   

 

How do they get in if you are continuing to do the “Gold Light Exercise”, etc.?  If someone 

called you on the phone where there was an element of surprise or shock, you take a breath of air 

in, when this happens, the energy being sent to you by the person on the phone anchors into your 

auric field.  

 

When we create your personal orb of energy, the cords being sent to you will go into the orb and 

not your own energy.  This is the same for psychic attacks sent to you or someone trying to 

“hook” into your energy field – they will all go to your personal “orb”, not to you. 

 

This technique is done during a private phone consultation with Dr. Loren Mickelson.  Cost: 

$220.  If you are interested, either call or write an email. 

mailto:drsmick@drsmick.com


  

Well, that is it for this short note.... gotta go look like I am busy.  Diane 
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